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Signify, alibi, semaphore, all i terate,
s ign,  design, Anslam, Anrer indian.
Descend into the land of the sign. The
gesture, the jester, the quests of lesser
requests. Through the window of waves, a
symbol of leaves, a whisper of refusal, a
question of bequests. When is the end of
the game. Now is the name. Never is November.
The heart  is  ashamed. Ash aimed. Where
by .  I  buy ,  I  eye ,  e t .  ce t .
So when t ime comes we wander in wonder.
We wish for a number.  We are a number.
We, whee, wheat,  rye,  sasafrax,  r
sage, columbine, adamant ine.

dav id uu
the language fet ishist

he dresses in
form f i t t ing let ters
sleek and shiny
dreams of  spurt ing
ikons trembles
as his mouth
moulds i tsel f
around the vowels
he stuffs his
nostri ls with
consonants and
pants wi th a
strangely distant
ant ic ipat ion

moan ing  he
strokes the hard
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following one upon another he stopped and said well this
is a fine one of the facts of the case were missing left
behind the station no doubt about it but the inspector has
overlooked something here near the ocean or by the beil
who can tell one from the other took his place and no one
did in view of bandits and other athactions take the scenic
route down the coast not if one valued one's life or other
accessories that we can provide at a price you just can't
refuse well it was news to me and to the other lads too but
shoes wil l get you feet they just put their hands in their
pockets and thrummed away

later that day offensive took the little bag of good things
down to the sewer to share with all his little green
slippery friends aha they said and pawed the contents for
a minute to collect what few thoughts they had aha they
said again noting that now the contents were ur .ou"."i
with filth as they were delicacies for._oul1n:y:::t_pil:
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MUSIC AT THE HEART
OF THINKING No.19

fine art an idea list
intelligible for a language
an idiot doesn't have his own taste
a sex idea, considering the coma
the bonding reflection at heart
a deep need
of the intelligence to render one
perfect and rundown
sun no more comes silently,
naive, and tender
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